
Panel  
Glides



Easily control the amount of light coming into your home 
with the Fashionline Panel Glide system. 

Panel Glides are a modern, innovative option for large 
windows, sliding doors and bi-folds, offering protection 
from the sun and privacy from the outside. 

The beautiful wide fabric panels reflect the popular 
minimalist decorating style and combine well with Roman 
Blinds. Panel Glides are easy to operate by either cord or 
wand and can be quickly moved out of the way when you 
need to access areas for cleaning. 



Give your home 
a fresh new look, 
adding value  
and style at the 
same time

Panel Glide blinds are a contemporary take on traditional 
window fashions. Created from flat fabric panels attached 
to a trouble-free head rail system, they use roller-mounted 
carriers making them lightweight and extremely easy to 
operate.

Track and slide the panels across the window using a 
wand or cord operating system. There are a number of 
track layouts available, including left stack, right stack, or 
to both sides for centre operation. 



Fashionline’s range of blinds are smart, stylish and 
sophisticated. 

Innovative installation options provide versatility, while 
the range of fabrics and colour options mean you 
can match the style and personality of your home. 
Choose from block-out, translucent and sunscreen 
fabrics for maximum protection from the sun. These 
are all available in Plain, Roman and Jamaican 
panelled styles. The popular Jamaican style features 
streamlined wooden battens on the front and rear of 
the fabric; they’re a great look for contemporary living. 

When it comes to what the best dressed windows are 
wearing this season, Fashionline has the perfect outfit 
for every occasion. 

Your local Fashionline dealer provides elegant and 
distinctive window furnishing concepts by combining 
the resources of Australia’s largest independent blind 
manufacturing co-operatives. 

Fashionline is the brand of an Australia-wide association 
of blind manufacturers who have created a range of 
timeless window furnishing solutions with the latest 
designs, colours and technology at affordable prices.

fashionline.com.au

Privacy and sun protection

Huge range of fabrics

Lightweight, easy operation
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